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Newsletter 33:   November 1990 
 
A Successful Whist Drive was held in late October, the first in our own Hall. Two dozen, 
or so, people turned-up on an awful evening (we do seem to pick them) and enjoyed an 
evening of Whist. Thanks to Phil & Ruth Watts for organising the event, preparing 
refreshments and arranging the raffle. More of the photographs of "Old Llancarfan" were 
sold, together with some of the mugs commemorating the opening of the Hall - these will 
be available again at future events. 
 
My Ancestry in Relation to Llancarfan by Mavis Coles 
In Newsletter 12 I told the story of my upbringing in Bonvilston and Llancarfan during the 
1940's. Before that story began, my family had remained closely within the area of 
Bonvilston, Llancarfan, Penmark and St Nicholas for the previous five generations despite 
repeated moves from one agriculturally tied house to another. 
1908-1987: My parents, Edgar Coles and Lillian Osmond lived at Penyrheol Cottages, 
Ford Cross Cottages, Curnix Farm, Gowlog Farm and Sheepcourt Cottages. 
1875-1956: My grandparents, William Coles and Mary Deere, on two occasions lived at 
different cottages opposite the smithy in St Nicholas, and at Whitton Lodge and Trehill 
Cottages. Home made cider, gooseberry jam and bread are some of my memories of 
Trehill Cottage and drinking water from a huge corrugated asbestos tank which caught the 
water off the roof - didn't seem to do us much harm. 
Whilst at Whitton Lodge, William worked on the roads until he volunteered for the army 
when the first war came. After he left the army they moved to St Nicholas in 1919 and he 
worked at Cottrell until he retired. Mary also worked at Cottrell for many years - I 
remember the home-made butter she used to bring home. At Christmas there was a tea for 
the children of St Nicholas school in a barn at Cottrell with a Christmas tree, and the 
children always had a present. 
There are two surviving daughters of this family who remember walking daily from 
Whitton Lodge to Llancarfan school. In a letter my aunt says: "No one has mentioned Mr 
Davies and his daughter Teacher Alice, as we called her. She was a lovely person as I 
remember and if we got wet going to school would dry our clothes  on a big guard in 
front of the fire." 
1842-1918: My great grandparents, Edward Deere and Anna Griffiths were married on 
3rd June, 1865. Edward came from Penmark and they brought up their family in 
Bonvilston. The occupation of both Edward and his father is shown as "husbandman" on 
the marrige certificate. Anna's father, Henry Griffiths, was a gardener. 
1797-1878: My great-great grandparents were Morgan Deere and Cecilia Williams who 
married on 13th May, 1837 at Penmark in the presence of Mary Deere and Ann Thomas. 
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The 1861 census shows the faily living at Woodhouse, Penmark. Morgan died at 
Cowcliffe Mill (Cuckoo Mill), aged 71, on 14th November 1868. 
Cecilia was born in Llancarfan, daughter of Edward Williams (watchmaker) and Sicilia. 
The 1871 census records Cecilia living at Rockshead, agricultural labourer's widow. Her 
daughter Selina, one of twins, was living with her. The other twin was William. 
1738-1823: My great-great-great grandparents, Morgan Deere and Jennet Llewellyn, 
spinster of Penmark, were married on 3rd November 1796 by licence, 
witnessed by John Llewellyn and George Morgan. This was Morgan's second marriage; 
his first wife was Catherine Thomas. Morgan died, aged 85, on 1st March 1823. 
Editorial notes. 
1. We heard about Henry Williams, a clockmaker who worked in Llancarfan during 
second half of the 18th century, in articles by Mike Bartlett and Ian Baldwin (Newsletters 
8 & 12). Was Edward Williams (Mavis' great-great-great grandfather through Cecilia 
Williams) a descendent of Henry? We have asked the question before, but no information 
has turned-up. We do know that Edward Williams was also Parish Clerk and that he is 
recorded as a clockmaker as well as watchmaker (Parish Registers). 
2. Mr Rees Davies, the head teacher, served the school for a record 361/4 years from 
1886 to 1922! Should this be in the Guinness book? 
3. Cottrell Mansion, north of the A48 between St Nicholas and Bonvilston, was built 
during the mid-19th century and stood in the much older Cottrell Park. For a time it was a 
residence of the Mackintosh of Mackintosh, Lord Lieutenant of Invernesshire. After 
standing empty for decades it was demolished about 20 years ago. The Park is currently 
the focus of a controversial planning application (hotel and leisure pursuits again). 
 
William Lougher, Shoemaker of Llancarfan 
We have seen in the last two Newsletters how the story of William, and the tragic death of 
his wife Martha, has unfolded as various clues were trackeddown, starting with the 
discovery of a buried gravestone and going on to census returns and registration records. 
Cross comparisons between the 1841 and 1851 census has further established that 
William's mother was Ann Lougher (also mother of Daniel and Catherine). By 1851, 
Daniel was living and working as an apprentice shoemaker with his brother, when he was 
17 (Newsletter 31). A further check on birth records reveals that William was born on 7th 
July 1822. His father was also a William  
and mother Ann (formerly Ann John).                                        JRE 

 

The Baptist (Bethlehem) Chapel by R. Gwynne Liscombe 

Last month we looked at the books of the Blacksmith Shop which give some idea 
of the way in which farming society changed and occasionally stood still 
during the earlier years of this century. 

Some interesting items also appear in the books of the Chapel. Collections 

remained very similar over the years from 1916 (see below) and interesting information 
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about costs appear. Members Contributions also appear, and again remained remarkably 

similar over the years. 

Jan 2nd 1916 Collection £0.3.7. Members Contributions £1.6.6. 

Jan 7th 1917 Collection £0.3.41/2. Members Contributions £1.2.0. Jan 2nd 1927 

Collection £0.7.10. Members Contributions £1.10.4. Jan 3rd 1932 Collection £0.7.1. 

Members Contributions £1.11.0. Jan 5th 1936 Collection £0.7.01/2. Members 

Contributions £1.13.6. Jan 5th 1941 Collection £0.6.0. Members Contributions £1.1.6. 
Jan 6th 1946 Collection £0.6.9. Members Contributions for whole year £11.18.0 
 
Jan 4th 1956 Collection £0.9.9. Jan 2nd 1966 Collection £0.10.9. Jan 4th 1970 Collection 
£1.4.1. 

Mr Leslie Griffiths may have further interesting information or corrections. 

Other interesting facts emerge concerning some costs and rents paid for Chapel House and 
Chapel Cottage (now combined as one house) and for the Blacksmith Shop. 

1915 Rent of Little Chapel House £0.15.0 per quarter 

1921 Two months rent Chapel House £1.16.0. 4 weeks rent Blacksmith Shop 18s. 

1931 13 weeks rent Chapel House £4.11.0. 13 weeks rent Little Chapel House £1.19.0 

1941 13 weeks rent Chapel House £4.11.0. 13 weeks rent Little Chapel House £2.12.0. 
13 weeks rent Blacksmith Shop £2.12.0 

1952 Rent Chapel House 52 weeks £20.16.0. Rent Little Chapel House 52 weeks £10.8.0. 
Rent Blacksmith Shop 52 weeks £10.8.0. 

Inflation counted for little then, but what were the Weights wages? (Mr & Mrs Weight 
were tenants of Chapel House during part of this period). Mrs Weight also entertained the 
weekly preacher and was paid about £1.10.0 per quarter in 1936 for so-doing. 

Other interesting facts. 

Sept. 29th 1941 Paid W. James, Fonmon, £8.10.0 for damage done to Chapel in Air Raid, 
April 29th (land mines?) 

March 24th 1939 Paid Mr T. Jones £10.18.0 for installing electric light in Chapel. Nov. 
20th Blackout Paper 4s 0d. 

May 24th 1945 Paid Revd Millin £1.10.0 for preaching at "European War-end Service" 
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(former minister of recently demolished Chapel in Holton Road, Barry). 

Dec. 3rd 1945 For the complete wiring of four lighting points at Little Chapel House 
£8.10.0. Seven lighting points at Chapel House £14.0.0. One new Electric Stove £3.5.0. 

1947 Tom Shanklyn for Cutting Grave Yard £0.12.0 (this and below by scythe). 1952 Mr 
Weight for Cutting Grave Yard £2.2.6. 1953 Mr E John for Cutting Grave Yard £2.8.9. 
1954 Mr W May for Cutting Grave Yard £1.5.0 

April 5th 1954 Chapel received £29.10.0 from Llancarfan and District Ploughing Match 
and Show, being one third of the balance at winding-up. 

Sept. 1970 Paid Mr Harry Hughes to replace roof on North Side of Vestry £90.00 
(October 1990 - the chimney has been rebuilt on the Vestry during its conversion to a 
dwelling-house). 

Sept. 1970 Paid G. Liscombe for mowing Graveyard £1.0.0 (no scythe this time, but Victa 
mower which went to Pembrokeshire with John Etherington and did much more work 
until early 1980's). 

Records show no services held on the following dates because of heavy snow: Jan. 28th 
1945 (interestingly I can find no record of cancellation of services from 1916 to this date); 
Feb. 2nd 1947; Jan. 31st 1954; Jan. 16th 1955. In fact there seem to be only these four 
services missing from 1916 to 1958 which says much for the dwindling membership. 

The Vestry began to have more use in the 1950's by both the Cricket Club and 
the Women's Guild. First receipts from both seem to be in Jan. and Feb. 1950. 
The books terminate on 31st Dec. 1972 
-000- 
Human Remains found:    based on information provided by 

Laurie Williams, Llanvythin, and accounts 
by G. T. Clark (1865-6) and M. R. Spencer 
(1913). 

A glance at the local Ordnance Survey maps reveals several of these slightly macabre 
records. There is one at the eastern end of Castle Ditches: "Human remains found A.D. 
1876", in addition to a cannonball and sword (1850), two more south west of Moulton 
(1856 & 1864), another close to the bend in the road near Whitton Cross, where the 
Romano-British farmstead was excavated (1840), and one to the northwest of Doghill, 
Dyffryn (1844). The earliest six-inch map also shows three finds on the hillside from which 
Llanvythin House looks southward down the Carfan valley toward the sea (1846, 1866 & 
1873) and yet more remains have been found close to, and in the house. 

Generations of Llancarfan school-children were brought-up with tales of the earlier 
Llanvythin finds, in particular the red-haired Welsh bard who had been walled-into a 
masonry cavity which was discovered when the house was being altered many years ago. 
As the story goes, the bones were resealed into the wall and must lie there to this day. 
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This is  the very stuff of legend; tales which grow and evolve in the telling. In one, the 
rebuilt wall was reputed to sprout red hair, reflecting that of its venerable inhabitant. 
Newcomers to the Parish may not have come across these stories or have dismissed them 
as mere old wives tales. What is the truth, what is fact and what is fiction? 

In this ancient village our forbears must have left their bones somewhere 
and what more suprising than that we should sometimes find them. Especially when we 
are looking at a monastic settlement which had to be its own farm, mill, bakery, dairy, 
butchery, hospital and, inevitably, cemetery combined. Spencer says that "Llancarvan's 
chief claim to a definite and important position in the annals of the principality of Wales 
arises from its monastery which dates back at least to the sixth century --- and is said to 
have been the first monastic institution in Britain." 

She continues: "The actual seat of the monastery has always been supposed to be 
Llanveithin, called also Bangor Garmon and Bangor Cattwg. This tradition is said to have 
been strengthened by the extra parochial character of Llanveithin, but this may have 
derived from its ancient cemetery and the chapel of St Meuthe. The site of this old burial 
ground is now the vegetable  
garden of Llanveithin where its present occupier (1913 - William Lougher) has dug up 
many scores of coffinless skeletons." 

Clark quotes the text of a 12-13th century deed of grant in which Hugh, son of Robert de 
Llancarvan gave to Margam Abbey "-- 30 acres of his land of Llantmeuthin, with a croft 
which joins the old cemetery --" (-- xxx acras --terrae eorum de Lamaseuthin cum crofta 
quae proximo adjacet veterere cimiterio ---). This suggests that the graveyard was already 
old, seven or eight hundred years ago. 

Marianne Spencer spoke with William Lougher during her researches for Annals of South 
Glamorgan which was published in 1913. William rented the farm from the Ecclesiastical 
Commissioners and we have heard of him before as a Garnllwyd Lougher and grandfather 
of Dr Evan Thomas (Newsletter 8). William would then have been sixty to seventy years 
of age having been recorded in the 1881 Census as 39. Spencer thus had William's verbal 
evidence of the skeletons from the garden and there was also the matter of the red-haired 
skeleton in the wall. 

The legend went something like this: a Welsh prince who had been defeated in battle fled 
to Llanvythin, where he had formerly been a monastic student, and 
asked masons who were building a wall to conceal him within their handiwork until his 
pursuers had departed. The inevitable happened and the man was left to his fate. In 
another version the princely Welshman was a bard, Aneurin Gwawdrydd, who was 
attacked by a revengeful monk, and bled to death after his leg was severed with a hatchet. 
In this story the murder was concealed by the burial of the body in the wall. 

During the process of converting a cellar into a new dairy for the farm a window opening 
was broken through the eight foot thick double north wall. The workmen came across the 
skeleton of a man "--- laid into the thickness of the wall. The skull was covered with most 
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brilliant red hair, and on examining the rest of the skeleton it was found that one leg had 
been cut off just below the knee." "The remains were replaced in the cavity where they 
had reposed unknown for so many centuries, all but the notable red hair, that had fallen to 
dust as the skull lay in Mr Lougher's hand." (Spencer again). 

This report dates from perhaps eighty to a hundred years ago and we must allow for 
inevitable exaggeration in the telling (wouldn't you? - it is the story of a lifetime) but the 
essentials are there. There is no doubt then that a number of skeletons were found, 
including the red-headed Welshman, in those earlier years when William Lougher 
occupied the farm but, whether the legend was made-up after the discovery, or whether it 
was a true folk-memory in the village, who knows? 

Fact or fiction then? Without forensic evidence or the bones in hand, it would be easy to 
dismiss these stories but now we come to the more recent finds. In 1969 the present 
owner of the house, Laurie Williams, was carrying out renovations when his builders came 
upon no less than six further skeletons beneath the flagstones of the main hall of the 
house. The bones were removed by staff of the National Museum of Wales and achieved 
academic respectability by their description in Archeologia Cambrensis (1973), authored 
by J. M. Lewis, Keeper of Archaeology at the Museum and Bernard Knight, then Senior 
Lecturer in Forensic Pathology in the Welsh National School of Medicine. The remains 
were re-buried by the monks of Downside Abbey, in the garden of Llanvythin House in 
1970. 

Lewis and Knight suggest that these skeletons were burials in a Christian cemetery; they 
were in approximate east-west alignement and, in one case, were three successive burials 
in one grave. The forensic reports on the skeletons indicate (from a mixture of bones) that 
there were not less than six persons represented but only three could be reported in detail. 

The results are interesting. The first was elderly, probably female and with a long term 
infective scalp condition which had eroded the top of the skull; the second, male, 50-60 
years of age and the third, also male, between 30 and 45 years. The teeth of the first two 
showed "severe occlusal attrition" (they were very worn-down) suggesting a diet of 
abrasive nature (stone-ground flour?). The lower jaw of the younger skull "contained all 
teeth in excellent condition with no dental disease." Not too many early middle aged folk 
today could claim as much! "There was well marked, even occlusal attrition --" (abrasive 
diet again). None of the skeletons of which height could be inferred was likely to have 
been more than 5ft 6in to 5ft 9in - remember all those tiny suits of armour in the Tower of 
London and other collections? The young people of our time are veritable giants. 

What of all those other scattered discoveries documented by the early Ordnance Survey? 
They represent burials of all ages: those associated with Castle Ditches and Whitton were 
probably of Iron Age and Romano-British times but there is at least a hint that a Civil War 
casualty might be amongst them. There is also evidence of a Danish attack on the southern 
Welsh coast, including Llancarfan, in 988. Some of the burials may be victims of these 
"Black Gentiles" (Davies 1960 in Vale of Glamorgan Series Volume 2, p.18). 
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Sources: Clark, G. T. (1865 & 1866) Some Account of the Parish of Llancarvan, 
Glamorganshire. Archaeologia Cambrensis. Spencer, M. R. (1913) Annals of South 
Glamorgan. Spurrel, Carmarthen (reprinted 1970 by Stewart Williams, 
Barry). 
 
Footpaths: An Editorial Apology and a Moral Tale. 
A walker in Glamorgan has less than a one in four chance of completing a two mile walk 
on public footpaths (from a report of a Ramblers' Association statement). 
Footpath 17. Commences from F.P. 10 north of Flaxland Farm, proceeds in a north 
easterly direction across the fields to Ford Brook. Continues over brook (stepping stones) 
and across field to terminate on county road at Walterston Farm (Definitive Statement, 
Rights of Way). 
Last month the article on footpaths claimed that the path between Flaxland and Walterston 
was blocked by a stone wall. I got into trouble for saying this: Tony Thomas says there is 
no wall on his land and a little later Mrs Thomas, The Hollies stopped me in passing to say 
that there is no such wall on Flaxland Farm. I have to admit that the report was printed 
without my having visited the spot which was given to me as a map-reference. I went out 
on a lovely November morning to see for myself. The footpath starts from Walterston 
behind Hen-dy-Gwair. I crossed the first field with no trouble but the stepping-stones are 
long-gone and the mud at the ford would have stopped a walker without tall wellingtons 
(I almost lost one!). After crossing the next field I could go no further as the path is 
blocked by a wire fence! 
Trying from the other end on a much nastier day, I walked down the track from Little 
Flaxland toward Flaxland Farm, turning left through a field gate onto footpath 17. Sure 
enough there was no wall at the place marked on my map just a gap in a hedgeline. 
Apologies are due and I will try harder to get things right in future. However, the path is 
blocked in one place and nearly impassable in another. 
A moral tale? I shall have to be more careful to be absolutely certain about things like this 
and I hope any reports of blocked paths which are given to me are accurate and refer only 
to definitive footpaths. The other moral concerns the Ramblers' Association report - I 
could not manage more than half a mile! 
To be fair about all of this, there is a problem. To maintain stiles, footbridges and 
stepping-stones takes a lot of time and money. The recent change in the law, which 
demands reinstatement of the surface when an arable crop is planted, may cost even more 
dearly in time. When the paths were first made, the walkers were farmworkers, travelling 
between village and farm, village and village, farm and farm and their daily trampling kept 
the paths clear. It seems hardly reasonable to expect a farmer to maintain a footpath which 
is never walked but of course there is the "catch 22" that the blocked path will not be 
used! Times have changed and it seems to be another case where, if the public wants 
footpaths for recreation, the public purse should be opened a little to subsidise them. It 
would cost very little compared with urban leisure facilities. Some maintenance is 
undertaken by the Vale Council but only when money is freely available and usually within 
or near villages. 
 
Wildlife and a bit more history: In early September Mike Allen, Ysguborn House told me 
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that the buzzards were being particularly noisy and behaving oddly above Greendown 
Wood. On the very same day we had noticed similar goings-on over the woods behind St 
Donat's Castle on the coast, and a week or two before, Sam Smith, Chapel House, 
commented that "The buzzards are back". Looking through the Newsletters, it was last 
December that we wrote about buzzards "mewing" over Coed-y-Crynallt every dawn and 
dusk throughout the autumn. During the summer we have seen them circling in the 
distance, high above Garnllwyd Wood and over the valley north of Broomwell but they 
have been noticeably quiet and only occasional visitors. 
R. M. Lockley says: "As soon as they leave the nest, but before they can hunt properly for 
themselves, the young buzzards mew incessantly, and this wailing hunger cry is especially 
evocative of Welsh forest and mountain dingle in high summer." The family often remains 
together through the winter so it is not uncommon to see three or four soaring together, 
searching the ground for rats, voles and mice. At this time they are fairly vocal but then, in 
the late winter or early spring they pair-off and occupy breeding territories. Lockley says 
they become "shy and sly in the breeding season", so explaining their apparent absence 
during the early and mid-summer. 
After the note on Kingfishers in the last Newsletter, Mike Allen added that they often visit 
his pond and commented how big they look. They are all head and shoulders like a 
weightlifter! Since the River Authority cleared the river last month they are often seen 
flying just above the water between the Church and the top-ford and Paul Schmit watches 
them perching on the alder trees opposite Brook Cottage. They must be increasing in 
number, or at least visiting our river more often. Incidentally Paul has seen the polecat 
again, which we recorded a few Newsletters ago. 
Mary Hopkins, formerly of High Lanterns (Ty Uchaf), telephoned me after seeing the last 
Newsletter, to say that the Great Green Grasshoppers used to climb-up under the eaves of 
the house when she and John lived there over ten years ago. Perhaps they like the steep 
grass and bracken covered garden which is in the sun for most of the day? In passing, 
Mary also said that she had been told that a shoemaker used to live at Ty Uchaf, using an 
outhouse as a workshop. Does anyone know when, or who the shoemaker was? There are 
possibilities, at least, of Griffiths, Lougher and Buckley amongst the known shoemakers. 
 
Place Names: In past Newsletters we have enquired about disused or unusual place 
names: Les Griffiths identified Gold Oak as Gowlog, We discovered that Fingerpost was 
at Groes Heol, the road junction where Aberogwrn now stands and an Abstract of Title 
identified the oral name Ridwells as Redwalls Farm on the steep corner of Pancross Hill. 
This was also known as The Croft Rhydunnog - Welsh Rhedynnog means fern-brake  - the 
whole hillside is still covered with bracken so this might be the origin of the name. 
During her research for an article in this Newsletter, Mavis Coles has unearthed the 
following facts concerning Cuckoo Mill (on the River Weycock below Curnix) where her 
great-great grandfather lived. The source was Gwynedd O. Pierce (1968) The Place-
Names of Dinas Powys Hundred. Cuckoo Mill was the manorial mill and was variously 
spelt Cocowes Mill (1536-1537); Velin Gookoo (1610-1630); Coocowe Mill, Cowcliffe, 
Cockowe Myll (1622). The mill was rebuilt in about 1640. The name Cowcliffe has 
puzzled the editor for a long time as it appears in the early Electoral Registers. Is the word 
really cuckoo (Welsh cwcw), or the corruption of another - is it even a phonetic rendering 
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of the sound that a millwheel makes? It certainly is not the only Cuckoo Mill in South 
Wales - there is at least one other near Haverfordwest. 
Various puzzling names have come to light recently - does anyone remember them or 
know what they mean? Ystum-elaid was the name of something which is now just a pile of 
stones in the fields near Cross Inn west of Llantrithyd. Ystum means a bend - often in a 
river - but elaid defies translation. Ystumelaid has a definite ring of Tolkien about it, and 
one wonders what might creep from beneath the rubble in the moonlight! (Since writing 
this a reference has turned-up in the Vale of Glamorgan series, describing Ystumelaid as a 
smallholding, but not helping about the name). 
Where was Kemslawn? In the 1878-9 and 1881 Electoral Register it was occupied by a 
David Griffiths. At first I thought this might be the David Griffiths, who farmed Cemain 
and that Kemslawn (or Kemlawn) might be another name for Cemain. However both 
names (and both Davids) appeared in the 1881 Register and in the 1881 Census. 
Where was Shag Down and Shag Cottage, in or near Bonvilston, and why the name? - R. 
D. Blackmore describe heathland as "Dark shags of ling --" (Shorter O.E.D.). Was Shag 
Down part of the heathland, now under forestry, north of Greenway near Crossways? 
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